Trends, Challenges, and Solutions for Tax Compliance in the Leasing Industry
By Patricia L. Pelino and Wayne Robinson
In spite of their dedicated accounting efforts, many leasing companies fall short when it comes to tax compliance. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act and varying state tax systems complicate the task. One solution is process automation.

Lease Financing Transactions and In re Commercial Money Center Inc.
By Benjamin R. Norris
Should the ability to prevent fraud in lease financing transactions be trumped by a perceived need to preserve flexibility in such transactions? This article discusses problems raised by a 2006 bankruptcy decision and suggests ways in which creditors may obtain some limited protection.

Learning From the Leaders: Why a Select Few Leasing Companies Consistently Outperform Their Peers
By Scott A. Thacker
There are the Outperformers, and then there are the Others. In this summary of a research project commissioned by the Foundation, lessors will find the differentiators for financial performance and key business capabilities.

Preparing for a Correction
Held in January, the 26th Industry Future Council identifies trends, issues, and potential economic indicators that will have consequences for equipment leasing companies. Here is the conclusion to that report.

Winner Announced for 2006 Article of the Year
Lease Financing Transactions and
In re Commercial Money Center Inc.

By Benjamin R. Norris

Should the ability to prevent fraud in lease financing transactions be trumped by a perceived need to preserve flexibility in such transactions, specifically the ability to separate (and take separate security interests in) chattel paper leases and the payment streams generated thereby?

This article begins by addressing the facts and issues raised in the decision of the Bankruptcy Appellate Panel for the Ninth Circuit (BAP) in In re Commercial Money Center Inc., which held that the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) protects flexibility in lease financing transactions at the expense of allowing a form of fraud that ultimately cannot be protected against.

This article then (a) concludes that the BAP was wrong to emphasize flexibility at the expense of preserving integrity in lease financing transactions, discussing some of the problems raised by the BAP's decision, (b) explains how the BAP could (and should) have read the UCC to both protect the integrity of lease financing while preserving the ability to fractionalize lease-derived forms of collateral; and (c) suggests some practical steps that may give at least partial protection against the problems created by the BAP's decision.

THE FACTS OF IN RE COMMERCIAL MONEY CENTER INC.

Commercial Money Center (CMC) was an equipment lessor that packaged and assigned its rights to NetBank Inc., FSB (NetBank). NetBank paid over $47 million to CMC for rights in seven lease pools, and CMC granted NetBank a security interest in the payment streams generated by the underlying leases.

CMC also purchased surety bonds guaranteeing the payments due from the underlying leases and assigned its rights in these bonds to NetBank. Documentation typically included a sale and servicing agreement (between CMC, Net-Bank, and the surety); the surety bond, issued by the surety to CMC; and an agreement by CMC to indemnify the surety.

Under the sale and servicing agreements, the surety was the “servicer,” but CMC was made “sub-servicer” and given all duties associated with servicing the leases—without compensation for its services. CMC had to pay to NetBank a fixed “monthly base distribution amount” and additional amounts designated “interest” and “principal” (and also had to pay all taxes and insurance on the leased equipment) regardless of whether CMC received payments due from the underlying leases. CMC was required to file UCC-1 financing statements on behalf of NetBank, but—significantly, as we shall see—failed to do so.

The parties' documentation also stated that the transactions were intended as sales, not loans, and all of the underlying leases were to be stamped to show NetBank as owner. However, the parties' documentation also characterized the transactions as loans for tax purposes. Other provisions used both sale and loan terminology.

Subsequently, CMC ran into financial trouble, and the surety brought an action and obtained an order removing CMC as sub-servicer. CMC filed a Chapter 11 bankruptcy, later converted to Chapter 7. CMC's Chapter 7 trustee then brought a complaint seeking avoidance of NetBank's security interest in the payment streams, arguing that NetBank had failed to perfect its security interest in the payment streams.

THE ISSUES ON APPEAL

Before the bankruptcy court, NetBank argued that (a) the payment streams were "payment intangibles" that had been "stripped" by the parties' documentation from the underlying chattel paper leases, in which perfection occurred automatically when they were sold to NetBank,
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On the issue of whether the payment streams were chattel paper or payment intangibles, the Bankruptcy Appellate Panel reversed the bankruptcy court, holding that the payment streams were payment intangibles separate from the underlying leases.

The bankruptcy court found on cross-motions for summary judgment that (a) the payment streams constituted chattel paper, not payment intangibles, and therefore (because NetBank failed to file a financing statement or take possession of the leases), NetBank was unsecured; and (b) the CMC-NetBank transactions constituted loans secured by the payment streams, not sales of the payment streams.

On appeal, the BAP stated that it would consider three issues:

A. Are the payment streams “chattel paper” within the meaning of Revised UCC Article 9?
B. Alternatively, were the transactions at issue loans, rather than sales?
C. If the answer to either question is affirmative, is there a genuine issue of material fact whether NetBank perfected its interest in the payment streams, or regarding NetBank’s alleged equitable defenses?

The BAP finds the payment streams were payment intangibles.

On the issue of whether the payment streams were chattel paper or payment intangibles, the BAP reversed the bankruptcy court, holding that the payment streams were payment intangibles separate from the underlying leases—so far, so good for NetBank. The BAP’s reasoning was that chattel paper consists of the records that evidence the underlying monetary obligation, not the monetary obligation itself, such as the payment streams at issue here. The BAP determined that the payment streams could not be “accounts” because the definition of account excludes “rights to payment evidenced by chattel paper,” so that the payment streams necessarily “fall within the payment intangible subset of the catch-all definition of general intangibles.”

In so holding, the BAP relied on its earlier decision in In re Wiersma to support its conclusion that once a right to payment comes into existence, it is a “payment intangible” separate from the “chattel paper” that gave rise to it.

The BAP rejected the bankruptcy court’s reliance on In re Commercial Management Service Inc., noting that the creditor in that case had taken possession of the leases, whereas in CMC possession remains a disputed issue. However, the BAP did agree with the reasoning in Commercial Management Service that if the creditor does take possession of the chattel paper, it necessarily perfects an interest in the underlying payment streams even if the UCC does not expressly so provide, because otherwise perfection by taking possession of the chattel paper would be meaningless.

The BAP reached this conclusion notwithstanding UCC 9-313(a), which does not include payment intangibles among the collateral in which a security interest can be perfected by possession, and Official Comment 2 thereto, which states that “[a] security interest in accounts and payment intangibles—property not ordinarily represented by any writing whose delivery operates to transfer the right to payment—may under this Article be perfected only by filing.” In this respect, the BAP accepted NetBank’s reasoning; NetBank had argued that a sale of chattel paper transfers all rights that arise thereunder, but a sale of payment streams does not automatically transfer ownership rights in the chattel paper evidencing them.

The BAP rejected this argument, noting that the first creditor to perfect will generally be the first...
in priority, presuming that the creditor takes an interest in both the chattel paper and the associated payment streams.29

The BAP agreed that problems may arise if the creditor purchases an interest in the chattel paper after the debtor already has sold the underlying payment streams to someone else, but concluded that this is a problem for the state legislatures, not the courts.30 The BAP also rejected the bankruptcy court's reasoning that finding the payment streams to be payment intangibles deletes the monetary obligation requirement from the definition of chattel paper.31

The BAP finds the transactions were loans, not sales.

While the BAP ruled for NetBank and against CMC's trustee in holding that the payments streams were payment intangibles, the BAP ruled in favor of the trustee and against NetBank in holding that the CMC-NetBank transactions were loans and not sales.32 This was fatal to NetBank because the key criteria for automatic perfection (i.e., perfection without filing a financing statement or taking possession) under UCC 9-309(3)—the actual sale of the payment intangible(s) in question—was not satisfied.33

Although agreeing that the transactions contained some characteristics of sales, the BAP concluded that “the transactions bear far more hallmarks of a loan than a sale.”34 The BAP concluded notwithstanding the parties’ stated intent that their transactions were sales and not loans, “NetBank (1) has none of the potential benefits of ownership and (2) is contractually allocated none of the risk of loss. These are strong indicia of a loan rather than a sale.”35 The BAP placed particular emphasis on the fact that CMC, not NetBank, bore the risk of loss in the event of a default on any one of the underlying leases.36

NetBank argued that the transactions were sales, not loans because: (a) NetBank received no right of recourse or guarantee from CMC; (b) the surety guaranteed the performance of the lessees, not of CMC; and (c) NetBank had no knowledge of and was not a party to CMC’s agreement to indemnify the surety.37 The BAP found that NetBank’s first two points were inadequate to reverse its conclusion that the transactions were loans and not sales, and declined to address NetBank’s third point on grounds that NetBank had not raised it below.38

At least in theory, this leaves open the possibility that the ignorance by a creditor of an agreement to indemnify a surety might make a transaction a sale and not a loan, but this seems unlikely given that (a) this would not have shifted the risk of loss from CMC to NetBank, and (b) a surety generally has a right of indemnity as a matter of law, so the creditor would have the burden of proving that the surety had no right to indemnification and could not presume otherwise.39

The BAP finds a genuine issue of material fact whether NetBank perfected its interest in the payment streams, and remands.

In a final twist, the BAP concluded that a genuine issue of material fact remained regarding whether NetBank perfected its interest in the payment streams through an agent of NetBank taking possession of the underlying leases.40 The BAP rejected NetBank’s argument that CMC could have taken possession of the leases in a capacity as agent for NetBank, citing UCC 9-313(c) and (h), as well as Official Comment 3 to UCC Section 9-313.41 However, the BAP found there was an issue of fact as to whether the surety had taken possession of the leases as agent for NetBank, and remanded to the bankruptcy court.42

THE LESSONS OF THE CMC-NETBANK LITIGATION

Problems Created by the BAP’s Ruling

Although NetBank would have prevailed on the facts presented in CMC had it filed financing statements and/or taken possession of the leases, this would not solve the problem raised by the BAP’s reasoning: What if an unscrupulous (or sloppy) debtor first sells the payment stream/payment intangible outright (so that the buyer’s interest is perfected under UCC 9-309[3]), and subsequently grants a security interest in or sells the underlying lease to a party that believes it is thereby obtaining rights in the payment
As a remedy for the problems it identifies, the California Bar suggests amending the UCC. However, this approach begs the question of whether revising the UCC is really necessary, if the UCC is instead read more expansively.

streams? As the BAP admits, its ruling leaves such a subsequent buyer of rights in the lease unable to determine if it really has acquired an interest in the related payment streams.

In a letter to the Permanent Editorial Board for the UCC (California Bar Letter), the UCC Committee of the Business Law Section of the State Bar of California identifies other specific problems that arise from the BAP’s reasoning. Additional inconsistencies and problematical situations pointed out by the California Bar include the following:

- If a first buyer of the lessor’s rights in a lease buys all such rights together and fails to perfect by recording a UCC-1 or taking possession of the lease, the first buyer may lose all its rights to a subsequent buyer that properly perfects, but if the first buyer acquires the right to the payment stream “separately” from its acquisition of the other rights in the lease, then the first buyer will be deemed secured as to the payment stream even if it does nothing more.

- A second creditor that perfects an interest in a lease by filing but that has knowledge of a prior unperfected security interest has a second priority lien (because of its actual knowledge of the first creditor’s unperfected first lien), and also is ahead of a third creditor that takes possession of the lease (because the third creditor would be on notice of the second creditor’s UCC filing); however, the third creditor (so long as it has no knowledge of the first creditor’s unperfected lien) has priority over the first creditor, creating an irresolvable conflict in priority claims among the creditors.

As the foregoing fact patterns show, the BAP’s decision in CMC undermines the essential purpose of the UCC, and Article 9 in particular—to create a clear, uniform set of rules that preserves the integrity of secured transactions while encouraging flexibility in fractionalizing and dealing separately with all the forms of collateral created thereby. The BAP erred in placing flexibility ahead of preserving the integrity of secured transactions. Preservation of flexibility is an important goal of the UCC, but it necessarily is secondary to the code’s first purpose of preserving the transparency and integrity of the transactions it governs.

The BAP could (and should) have adopted an interpretation of the UCC that would have protected the integrity of lease financing transactions while preserving the flexibility in such transactions.

As a remedy for the problems it identifies, the California Bar suggests amending the UCC. However, this approach begs the question of whether revising the UCC is really necessary, if the UCC is instead read more expansively. If the BAP can find that a secured party taking possession of chattel paper necessarily perfects an interest in the underlying payment streams even if the UCC does not expressly so provide—as the BAP in fact did—then why isn’t the right answer that the granting of a security interest in payment streams arising from leases must be perfected as if the collateral were the underlying chattel paper, i.e., either by filing a financing statement or by taking possession of the leases?

This course of action would not eliminate the ability of parties to “strip” payment streams from leases (and thus would not impinge on the flexibility that the UCC is intended to support). All this would do would be to require a party taking an interest in the payment streams to either give notice (through the filing of a financing statement) or to take possession of the underlying leases to prevent any rights therein from being transferred to others.

Incidentally, this approach would have produced exactly the same result in CMC: NetBank would be left unsecured, except to the extent it can show it took possession of the leases.

Furthermore, UCC 9-309(3) (providing perfection in a payment intangible upon attachment) could be harmonized by reading it to be effective where the only collateral is a payment intangible; i.e., the payment intangible is not associated with underlying chattel paper in which an interest might be taken.
Requiring that the granting of a security interest in payment streams arising from chattel paper must be perfected as if the collateral were the underlying lease is compatible with the UCC’s express goal of “simplify[ing], clarify[ing], and moderniz[ing] the law governing commercial transactions.” This proposed rule also would be analogous to other existing UCC practices not required by the literal language of the code.

For example, where the proper place for filing is uncertain because the characterization of the collateral is uncertain, the best procedure is to record in both places, and wise secured parties have been doing so for years (see, e.g., In re Stevens). Similarly, the UCC approach to classifying collateral is empirical, depending on the parties’ actual use of the collateral, not on the “normal use” of the collateral (see, e.g., In re Gilder). The same pragmatism applies in determining the debtor’s “place of business” for filing purposes.

In particular, pragmatism has been injected into the lien priority provisions of the UCC in other circumstances (“Although not expressly stated, the [UCC] clearly implies that a secured party with a perfected security interest is entitled to priority over a creditor who has obtained a later lien on the collateral by attachment, garnishment, levy, or the like”; citation omitted).

In summary, the rule suggested by this article can be stated as follows: Where a particular means of perfection in a first kind of collateral would leave open the possibility of fraud with regard to related collateral, then perfection in the first kind of collateral must be accomplished by means that would prevent such fraud. The burden would be on the creditor to perfect in such a way as to prevent any fraud.

SOME PRACTICAL STEPS THAT MAY PROVIDE SOME LIMITED PROTECTION

Although there is no way under the BAP’s reasoning in CMC that a creditor seeking a security interest in all collateral generated by a lease transaction can protect itself absolutely against a prior, secret sale of the income stream generated by the lease, there are certain practical steps that can be taken to minimize such risks.

On the facts presented in CMC, NetBank should have (a) made sure that financing statements were filed, (b) taken possession of the leases, or (c) done both. A financing statement would have perfected NetBank’s security interest in both the payment streams and the leases. Although a financing statement cannot directly perfect an interest in payment intangibles, it does perfect a security interest in chattel paper (under UCC 9-312[a]) and under the BAP’s reasoning in CMC, in the payment intangibles generated thereby.

A secured creditor can file a financing statement without the debtor’s signature, so there is no reason to delegate filing to the debtor as NetBank did. Alternatively, NetBank could have perfected by taking possession of (and thereby perfecting its interest in, under UCC 9-313[a]) the underlying chattel paper leases. The secured party should take possession itself, rather than through a third party that may or may not be found to be the secured party’s agent for such purposes. In CMC, NetBank was reduced to arguing that the surety or CMC itself had taken possession of the leases on its behalf. Had NetBank itself taken possession of the leases, the litigation would have resolved in NetBank’s favor.

Other steps that a creditor can take include: (a) conducting thorough due diligence on all parties, including specifically the originator of the lease, its principals, and any broker involved in the transaction; (b) including specific representations in the transaction documents by the lease originator, its principals and any guarantors of the obligations being secured (likely the principals of the loan originator) that no prior sale of the payment streams has occurred; and (c) performing a UCC search of the lease originator, and checking all security agreements to make sure there is no prior grant of a security interest that might be read to reach the payment stream generated by the lease, especially where the lease originator may not have performed such an analysis itself.
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